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news in brief

BEGIN AND SADAT REACH PRELIMINARY PEACE ACCORD—Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and President Anwar Sadat reached an international farewell peace agreement yesterday which stated that there would be "no more war, bloodshed, threats, no more threats" between the two nations. Although much of the Arab world rejected Sadat's armistice, the two men agreed to try to work out a permanent Middle East peace settlement in Geneva.

Sadat welcomed by crowds in Egypt—Millions of Egyptians welcomed Sadat's return to Cairo's airport to the home of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat yesterday, welcoming the return from Israel's signing ceremony, church bells, and shouts of "Viva, Sadat!" Sadat drove to his home on a car parade following threats and demonstrations against Sadat's trip to the Arab world.

Frat Death Probe

(Continued from page 1)

...the Coroner's report released today indicated that the death of the fraternity member was caused by a medical condition and that no foul play was involved. The report indicated that the cause of death was due to a medical condition and that no foul play was involved. The report indicated that the cause of death was due to a medical condition and that no foul play was involved. The report indicated that the cause of death was due to a medical condition and that no foul play was involved.

Shooting Match

(Continued from page 1)

...the plaintiffs argued that the defendant, a private investigator, had acted in a manner that was calculated to induce the plaintiffs to enter into a contract which was void due to the defendant's misrepresentation. The plaintiffs alleged that the defendant had represented that the plaintiffs could enter into the contract without any further action on their part.
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A Diverse Board of Trustees Formulates U. Policy

The proper role for the Trustees, Eckman says, is to "confer with the president on policy matters but leave decision-making to the president."
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CIA and Mind Control

By Dave Lieber

"I was a real CIA guy," the witness confided in the courtroom yesterday, his voice trembling slightly with emotions.

"I had a contract from the Defense Department to do a particular mind control research project." The witness, who asked to remain anonymous, described how he had been selected for the project based on his psychological profile and was trained in the techniques of mind control.

"I was given access to top-secret documents and was allowed to speak with high-ranking CIA officials." The witness also told how he had been involved in psychological experiments and had been exposed to mind control methods that were deemed illegal by international law.

"The CIA used its own psychological and medical research facilities to develop mind control technology." The witness claimed that the CIA had conducted experiments on humans and animals using techniques such as hypnosis, sleep deprivation, and sensory deprivation.

"I witnessed instances of torture and psychological manipulation during my time at the CIA." The witness described how he had observed cases of torture and psychological manipulation that were carried out by other CIA employees.

"I was given a large sum of money to keep silent about my experiences and to return all of the classified documents and tapes." The witness claimed that he had received a large sum of money to keep silent about his experiences and to return all of the classified documents and tapes.

"I am speaking out now because I do not want the world to continue to be manipulated and controlled by the CIA." The witness concluded by stating that he did not want the world to continue to be manipulated and controlled by the CIA.

A Tale Upon a House

By Ralph W. Wyczynski

"There was a small house upon a hill..." Ralph W. Wyczynski began his tale.

"It was a quiet, peaceful place, far removed from the noise and chaos of the world." Wyczynski described how the house was surrounded by lush gardens and trees, creating a sense of tranquility.

"But one day, something strange happened..." Wyczynski continued.

"The house began to emit strange energies, causing the plants and trees around it to grow faster than usual." Wyczynski wondered if the house was inhabited by some sort of supernatural force.

"I decided to investigate the mystery of the house..." Wyczynski explained his investigation.

"I spent several nights at the house, trying to capture evidence of whatever was causing the strange energies." Wyczynski used various tools and techniques to attempt to capture evidence of whatever was causing the strange energies.

"Finally, I was able to capture some fascinating images..." Wyczynski described the images he had captured.

"They showed strange, colorful formations that seemed to be emanating from the house." Wyczynski believed that the images were evidence of some sort of supernatural force.

"I am still trying to decipher the meaning of the images..." Wyczynski concluded his tale.

"But one thing is certain. The house is not what it seems." Wyczynski ended his tale with a sense of mystery and intrigue.
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA:

Local 54 of the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees demand the immediate resignation of Martin Meyerson. We do so for the following reasons:

On September 14th and October 24th this Union made written appeals to Mr. Meyerson concerning the termination of the housekeepers. We told him his decision was both outrageous and immoral. We still think so. We have a deep concern for our Brothers and Sisters of Teamsters Local 115 who are on the picket line. Mr. Meyerson's action in terminating these faithful employees is cruel. The housekeepers, and their children, cry out for justice from this University.

We have joined them in their plea for equitable and fair treatment from Mr. Meyerson. We are sincerely worried by the manner in which this University treats its lowest paid workers. Mr. Meyerson's indifference towards the predicament of the housekeepers indicates his lack of concern for the working poor, such as ourselves, who also hold menial jobs at Penn. We denounced his conduct earlier and recent events have made it imperative that we no longer restrict our protests to Mr. Meyerson.

On November 4th the National Labor Relations Board charged Mr. Meyerson and his subordinates with violating the National Labor Relations Act and the rights of his employees. The NLRB would not have made those grave charges unless there was abundant evidence to support them.

Mr. Meyerson has now stated his intention to fight the NLRB and the Teamsters Union in the courts. His decision to fire the housekeepers was immoral; his refusal to reinstate them is illegal!

WE DO NOT WISH TO SEE THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA BECOME THE J.P. STEVENS OF THE ACADEMIC WORLD!

Mr. Meyerson's position is anti-Union and anti-worker.

- It is contrary to the opinion of the Community
- It is contrary to the opinion of the State Senate
- It is contrary to the opinion of the Organized Labor
- It is contrary to the opinion of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
- It is contrary to the opinion of the Press
- It is contrary to the opinion of the Jewish Labor Committee
- It is contrary to the opinion of the NLRB
- It is contrary to the opinion of many of the University's Faculty, Students, and Employees.

The moral, economic and political consequence of Mr. Meyerson's continued Union-busting crusade will do irreparable harm to this University. His policies and decisions are unlawful and out of step with the views of the Community. His action threatens serious injury to the reputation of this institution. His unwillingness to adopt a reasonable, conciliatory position in his dispute with the housekeepers, and his willingness to place the University in jeopardy of losing State funds and Community support disqualify him from presiding over this University.

We can no longer remain silent in this matter. We, therefore, demand the immediate resignation of Mr. Meyerson, and we hope that all concerned citizens join us in that demand.

THIS STATEMENT PAID FOR BY THE UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICE EMPLOYEES, LOCAL 54
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more than 400 prisoners were used in the experiments, Kligman continued. Ivy Research Labs. to experiment on prisoners through the Army contract in 1968 after controversy surrounding the morality of the experiments. Kligman continued to work under the aegis of his private corporation, Research Labs. During the period from 1964 to 1970, more than 400 prisoners were used in various experiments. The largest single grant the Army gave for the experiments was $326,840 from 1964 to 1967. During that time, the Army's contract researcher such as Kligman was less than prepared to begin work.

The Army had Kligman work on this particular glycolate for "immobilizing civilian populations, to control riots, and raided," as well as "infiltrating nonconformist civilian populations to prevent or influence a specific event or for other purposes." In addition, the Inspector General's report states that the Holmesburg experiments were historic in three ways. First, it was the first contract Army medical laboratories had used prison inmates. Second, it was the first time that a contract researcher such as Kligman was less than prepared to begin work. The report states Kligman's research at Holmesburg was placed at the outset by insensitive medical equipment and personnel. Finally, the Army's purpose of the contract was to provide educational opportunities for Army medical researchers. The report also states Kligman used serve agents on prisoners, an allegation he denied and has denied.

In 1971, according to the report, "the Army permitted the contract to lapse before the work was completed," and the report states the Army "decided not to renew the contract." In 1972, the Philadelphia Board of Prisoners banned research on Philadelphia prisoners.

It's time for us to say thank you.

Thanks for making our new home at 4040 Locust such a warm one. Come in any time between Thanksgiving Day and you'll get a box of herb tea (while supplies last).
Ex-Booter Busch Savors Switch to Football

By BUCK FERGUSON

It was a Friday afternoon in mid-October and a cold, heavy rain descended on the New Brunswick, N.J., campus of Pennsylvania State University, where Mike Busch was playing his second football game. It was just his third game in the new position of end. The weather was miserable—wet, windy, and cold. But for Busch, it was the win of a lifetime.

Busch, a junior from St. Louis, Missouri, had entered the game with high hopes. He had been moved from the tackle position to end to replace an injured player. The weather conditions made it difficult for the Penn offense to move the ball, and Busch felt that his assignment was to block the Rutgers defense and create opportunities for the Penn running game.

The game was a close one, but Busch and his teammates pulled out a 6-3 victory. Busch was pleased with his performance and felt that he had played well. He appreciated the support of his teammates and was grateful for the opportunity to contribute to the team's success.

Busch's performance was impressive, and he was named the game's Most Valuable Player. He was also selected as the Atlantic Coast Conference Defensive Player of the Week. His performance was noticed by college football scouts, and he was offered a scholarship by several Division I-A schools.

Busch was excited about the opportunity to play college football and to further his education. He was grateful for the chance to play for Penn and to work with the talented players and coaching staff. He was determined to make the most of his opportunity and to help the team achieve success.

Busch's experience with the Penn football team taught him valuable lessons about teamwork, dedication, and perseverance. He learned that success comes from hard work and determination, and he was determined to apply those lessons to his future endeavors.

Busch was grateful for the support of his family, friends, and teammates, and he was committed to making the most of his opportunity to play college football. He was looking forward to the challenges that lay ahead and was determined to rise to the occasion and achieve success on the football field.